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“AI Has a Problem”

“The dark secret at the heart of AI”    –  
MIT Tech Review

“Is Artificial Intelligence Permanently 
Inscrutable?” – Nautilus

“How AI detectives are cracking open 
the black box of deep learning “ – 
Science Magazine

“Our machines now have knowledge 
we’ll never understand”  --Wired

 

Penguins at London Zoo (Deep Dream Process)



  

But...What is the problem?

 Built on top of 
Google’s Inception-
v3 classifier. 
Network trained on 
several hundred 
exemplars of 5 
flowers: rose, tulip, 
dandelion, 
sunflower,daisy



Examples of Tulip



Examples of Rose



What about other things?



Onion Flower Misclassified as Dandelion



Red car classified as Tulip



Gun classified as Dandelion



Gun as Tulip



Daisy as Dandelion 



Daisy as Tulip 



Dandelion as Dandelion



What is the Problem of Modern AI?

AI is an Alien Intelligence
 Their behavior does not map onto our intuitions
 They can be good at fine discriminations but terrible at large 

ones
 They appear to focus on local features at the cost of global 

properties

We cannot ask them, and they cannot tell us why they are 
acting strangely bad or incredibly well. 



  

Scholarly Work on Explanation

Literature Review
 700+ papers identified 

related to explanation.
 Focus is on explanation in 

intelligent and AI systems
 Gen1/Gen2 XAI systems 

began in 1970s, dipped, and 
have had a resurgence.



  

XAI approaches vs. conclusions from 
human research in explanation

Human Explanation of AIHuman Explanation of AI
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 Visualizing internal structureVisualizing internal structure

 Providing Examples of AI conceptProviding Examples of AI concept

 AI Verbalize featuresAI Verbalize features

 Heat/Attention MapsHeat/Attention Maps

 Explorable interfacesExplorable interfaces

 Visual Question-answeringVisual Question-answering

 Simplify complex operations Simplify complex operations 
into ‘explainable’ onesinto ‘explainable’ ones

Current AI ExplanationsCurrent AI Explanations
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